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ABSTRACT
Multiverse analyses involve conducting all combinations of reason-
able choices in a data analysis process. A reader of a study containing
a multiverse analysis might question—are all the choices included
in the multiverse reasonable and equally justifiable? How much do
results vary if we make different choices in the analysis process? In
this work, we identify principles for validating the composition of,
and interpreting the uncertainty in, the results of a multiverse analy-
sis. We present Milliways, a novel interactive visualisation system
to support principled evaluation of multiverse analyses. Milliways
provides interlinked panels presenting result distributions, individual
analysis composition, multiverse code specification, and data sum-
maries. Milliways supports interactions to sort, filter and aggregate
results based on the analysis specification to identify decisions in
the analysis process to which the results are sensitive. To represent
the two qualitatively different types of uncertainty that arise in multi-
verse analyses—probabilistic uncertainty from estimating unknown
quantities of interest such as regression coefficients, and possibilistic
uncertainty from choices in the data analysis—Milliways uses con-
sonance curves and probability boxes. Through an evaluative study
with five users familiar with multiverse analysis, we demonstrate
how Milliways can support multiverse analysis tasks, including a
principled assessment of the results of a multiverse analysis.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Visualization systems and tools;
Visual analytics.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The numerous choices that researchers make during data analysis
(e.g. how to measure variables? Which method to use for excluding
outliers?) introduce uncertainty into the results of scientific research.
When these researcher degrees of freedom are not well-motivated,
the validity of findings is threatened. Multiverse analysis [53], and
similar statistical procedures [42, 51, 61], have been proposed as
a way to counteract the risks posed by undisclosed flexibility in
conducting data analysis. In a multiverse analysis, a researcher im-
plements and reports on all possible combinations of alternative data
analysis decisions that might be considered reasonable. This allows
readers to get a sense of the “fragility or robustness of a claimed
effect” to arbitrary choices in the data analysis process [53].

While multiverse analyses are being conducted across a range of
disciplines (e.g., [2, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14–17, 40, 44, 55, 56]), correct in-
terpretation of a multiverse is difficult due to their potential size [25]
and the complexity of correctly interpreting their uncertainty [26, 53].
In this work, we focus on helping readers of a multiverse analysis
(e.g., as published in a research paper) interpret multiverse analyses
in a principled way, avoiding common pitfalls in their interpretation.
To do so, we first use the literature to establish two principles for
evaluating and interpreting a multiverse analysis:

1. Readers of a multiverse analysis should be able to assess
whether the decisions in the analysis are all equally justifi-
able in their expert opinion, and then examine whether (and
why) making different choices regarding certain decisions
in the analysis process lead to different outcomes. This will
help them avoid misinterpreting large multiverses that swamp
meaningful effects with unjustifiable choices [25].

2. Readers of a multiverse analysis should be able to correctly
distinguish between the probabilistic and possibilistic uncer-
tainty inherent in such analyses. Uncertainty arising from
equally-justifiable analysis choices is possibilistic [26] (i.e.
cannot be considered to be more or less likely based on their
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frequency), yet most existing visual representations of mul-
tiverse analysis results (e.g. specification curves [51], his-
tograms of p-values [53], etc.) emphasise the frequency of
outcomes, thereby inviting misleading, probabilistic conclu-
sions about the result.

Based on these principles, we built Milliways, an interactive vi-
sualisation interface for principled exploration and sense-making
of the results of a multiverse analysis. Milliways is designed to
help users perform multiverse analysis tasks identified in prior work
[26]. Milliways visualises the decisions that make up a multiverse
(commonly depicted as directed acyclic graphs) using a matrix-like
tabular representation where each row corresponds to one universe
(a unique analysis specification in the multiverse). Leveraging this
linearised layout, Milliways provides complete distributional infor-
mation for results from each universe using representations that
distinguish between probabilistic and possibilistic uncertainty. In
addition, Milliways presents users with relevant contextual informa-
tion to understand the analysis, such as the raw data and analysis
code. This allows users to assess whether all analysis paths seem
equally justifiable.

We evaluate the design and usability of Milliways through a
user study with five researchers who have experience with applied
statistics and are familiar with multiverse analyses. Our evaluation
reveals that Milliways enables participants to perform multiverse
analysis tasks identified in prior work [26] and supports a principled
approach for interrogating the validity of the results.

2 PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Multiverse Analysis
There are multiple ways to analyse a dataset, many of which could
be considered equally reasonable. Yet, in most scientific studies only
a singular analysis is reported, and other equally justifiable analysis
paths which were considered or explored are not reported. This raises
a pertinent concern for a scientific result—what were the results of
other, equally justifiable analysis paths that were not reported? Mul-
tiverse analysis [53] (and other related statistical procedures, such as
specification curve analysis [51] or vibration of effects analysis [42])
aims to address this methodological concern. By making explicit all
of the possible decisions involved in data construction and model
building, such approaches provide increased transparency as well as
greater understanding of the sensitivity of outcomes to arbitrary, yet
defensible, decisions that researchers might make during an analysis.

2.2 Example Scenario
We refer to the author of a multiverse analysis as the analyst, and the
individual using Milliways as the user or the reader. In describing a
multiverse analysis, we adopt terminology from prior work [18, 26,
49]: a multiverse analysis consists of decisions or parameters—a
point in the analysis where an analyst must decide between two or
more reasonable alternatives for performing an analysis step. Each
parameter is characterised by one or more choices or options—the
possible alternatives that the analyst has to choose from. A universe,
also referred to as a specification, is one single analysis from the
multiple analyses that make up a multiverse, obtained from a unique
combination of analysis options.
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Figure 1: Causal model of a hypothetical study of the effect
of social media usage on depression. Observed variables are
represented by gray rectangles and unobserved latent variables
are represented using blue rounded rectangles. Arrows indicate
the direction of the effect, and numbers indicate the correlation
coefficient between the two variables.

To make our discussion throughout the paper more concrete,
we use a hypothetical multiverse analysis of a fictional study in-
vestigating the effects of social media usage on depression among
adolescents as a running example. Note that this example is not
meant to be a demonstration of how a multiverse analysis should
be conducted, but rather an example of how multiverse analyses are
conducted as seen in the literature (e.g., [51]). See supplement ▶
dataset for the code used to generate the data and implement this
analysis.
Dataset. The data for this example is intended to measure the re-
lationship between social media usage and depression in teenagers.
We generated the data based on the causal model described in the
directed acyclic graph in Figure 1, following closely the data gen-
eration process used by [25], though their data was generated for
a different domain. In our hypothetical dataset, depression was
measured using a five point Likert item. Four supposed indicators
of social media usage were collected: hours spent on social media
apps per week (I1), self-reported rating of social media usage on a
5-point Likert (I2), number of posts updated per week (I3), and total
number of friends/followers on social media (I4). In addition, four
other potential factors which may influence the relationship between
social media usage and depression (covariates) were collected: age,
parent income, activity (hours of physical activity per week),
and siblings (binary variable indicating whether the participant
has one or more siblings).
Specifying the Multiverse. We implement a multiverse analysis
which includes decisions related to outlier exclusion, choice of pre-
dictor, and covariate selection. Specifically, we define four alter-
natives to outlier exclusion: no exclusion (i.e. analysing all obser-
vations), excluding observations using 2.5 SD from the mean, 3.5
SD from the mean, or first and third quartiles ± 1.5 times the in-
terquartile range as the cutoffs (Tukey’s fences). We consider six
alternatives for choice of predictor (sm predictor): the indicators for
social media usage (I1, I2, I3 and I4) individually, a composite of
I1 and I2 as these two variables had the highest correlation with the
dependent variable (depression), and a composite of all four indi-
cators. Three covariates were considered (age, activity and siblings)
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representing three decisions with two alternatives each: including or
not including the covariate. The result, in each universe, is obtained
from a linear regression with depression as the dependent variable,
and the measure of social media usage as the primary predictor. The
coefficient for social media usage was used to draw conclusions
from this analysis.

3 RELATED WORK
3.1 Multiverse Analysis Tasks
The primary goal of conducting a multiverse analysis is to assess
outcome sensitivity and robustness—whether a particular result is
sensitive to or stable across arbitrary decisions involved in the data
analysis process [26]. Hall et al. [26] provide a taxonomy of tasks
that analysts perform to achieve this goal:
[T1] Composition tasks are concerned with interpreting the com-
position of a multiverse, which involves understanding the steps in
the data analysis process, the decision points, and the choices for
each decision point.
[T2] Outcome tasks involve assessing the overall variability or
stability of the primary outcome across the set of specifications.
[T3] Connect tasks are concerned with identifying the sources of
sensitivity, if any, in the outcome of a multiverse analysis. More
precisely, connect tasks can include determining which analytical
choices or combinations of analytical choices lead outcome values
to differ across analysis specifications, how often, and by how much.
They also involve connecting specific outcome values to decisions
that produced them.
[T4] Validation tasks focus on assessing the validity of the speci-
fied multiverse analysis, either quantitatively (e.g. using model fit
metrics) or qualitatively (e.g. evaluating each analysis path in the
context of the overall research question and existing domain knowl-
edge to ensure they are valid).

In addition, Hall et al. [26] underline the need for visualisations
to better support multiverse interpretation. As such we define an
additional task:
[T5] Interpretation tasks involve drawing conclusions, based on
the range of possible outcome values observed in the multiverse,
regarding the overall effect being studied.

Multiverse analysis tasks and visualisations can be considered
a specific case of the broader class of parameter space analysis
problems [5, 50], with many of the tasks identified by Hall et al.
[26] sharing similarities with analysis tasks defined for visual pa-
rameter space analysis (e.g., partitioning, outliers, uncertainty, and
sensitivity).

3.2 Principled Evaluation of a Multiverse
Principled validation of the decisions in the multiverse. Del Giu-
dice and Gangestad [25] lay out a framework to evaluate analytical
decisions in a multiverse analysis, describing three types of decisions
scenarios: Type E (equivalent), Type N (non-equivalent) and Type
U (uncertain). In Type E decisions, every choice is equally justifi-
able, based on existing theoretical knowledge and understanding,
and thus can be considered equivalent. For instance, in our hypo-
thetical multiverse, outlier exclusion may be considered a Type E
decision, as a priori, there is no reason to not consider each choice as

equivalent. In Type N decisions, a subset of the alternatives may be
considered to be more reasonable or justifiable than the others and
thus all choices cannot be considered equivalent. In our example,
the decision sm predictor includes two choices which have lower
validity (I3 and I4), which can be considered as Type N. In Type U
decisions, the current information available to the analyst does not
allow them to make the determination if all the alternative choices
are equivalent or non-equivalent, even if there may be reasons to
suspect non-equivalence. The decisions to include or not include
covariates (age, activity and siblings) in a linear regression model
indicates that the analyst is unsure about competing causal models
of the data—the variables may be colliders, mediators, or completely
superfluous to the causal model. Ideally, a multiverse should only
include Type E decisions. However, in many cases, the challenge lies
in the large number of Type U decisions that an analyst faces. Type U
decisions often indicate a lack of theoretical understanding. In such
scenarios, multiverse analyses can be constructed in an exploratory
manner to include Type U decisions. Such analyses can potentially
help surface gaps in existing theoretical understanding of a problem,
and help direct future research efforts.

A principled approach to validating the construction of a mul-
tiverse requires a reader to incorporate factors such as domain
knowledge and statistical expertise to construct arguments in favor
of or against certain choices in the multiverse. While prior work
[34] has adopted a metric-based, quantitative approach towards val-
idation, there are drawbacks towards such approaches. Consider a
dataset where the outcome distribution has heavier tails—one ap-
proach for analysing this data may be to exclude outliers, and use a
Gaussian regression; alternatively, one can forego outlier exclusion
and use a regression with a Student’s t distribution for the outcome
variable. While both methods may yield similar model fit metrics,
other factors should be considered to determine which approach is
more reasonable. For instance, were there systematic issues in data
collection which led to an excess number of extreme values? Depend-
ing on the answer, we should consider one choice in the multiverse
to be more reasonable than the other. However, designing a visuali-
sation tool to fully support validation tasks may not be possible to
the extent that a user is able to determine whether every decision is
comprised of equivalent choices or non-equivalent choices. Instead,
we design Milliways to support a principled validation insofar as the
user is able to highlight which decisions require further review and
may be deemed as Type U based on the information that is available
to them.

Principled interpretation of uncertainty in multiverse results.
Interpreting the results of a multiverse analysis requires a distinction
between two qualitatively different forms of uncertainty—probabilistic
and possibilistic—that arise in multiverse analyses [26]. Probabilis-
tic uncertainty arises in each individual analysis that attempts to
estimate a quantity whose true value is unknown using a finite sam-
ple, such as through a statistical model. Probabilistic uncertainty
provides us with an estimated distribution of a random variable,
which we can use to make statements about the likelihood of certain
values. In contrast, possibilistic uncertainty in the outcome arises
due to variation in the decisions involved in the data analysis process
i.e. each outcome value in the multiverse is a possible result, and any
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particular outcome value cannot be considered to be more or less
likely based on their frequency [4, 22, 26].

Hall et al. [26] highlights this tendency to construe the results of
multiverse analyses as probabilistic—readers (mistakenly) assuming
that each analysis in the multiverse is equally likely to be correct
and thus conclude that “outcome values that occur more frequently
within the multiverse must be more likely to be correct” [26]. This
assumption diverges from the original, possibilistic, interpretation
[53]. Moreover, the belief that all universes are equally probable is
an unfounded assumption as different researchers and readers will
likely disagree on the validity of certain universes [26, 53]. Instead,
according to Steegen et al. [53], if there are many branches in the
multiverse and no strong arguments can be made for any of the
analysis paths being more or less justifiable, “the only reasonable
conclusion [...] is that there is considerable scientific uncertainty.”

Thus, a principled interpretation of the multiverse analysis
results considers the variation in outcomes as possibilistic, and
the uncertainty in each individual outcome as probabilistic. Yet,
most typical representations of uncertainty—histograms, dot plots,
density plots etc.—are designed to only express probabilistic uncer-
tainty [26]. In the design of Milliways, we explore representations
such as consonance curves [1, 46] and probability boxes [21] which
support accurate depiction of probabilistic and possibilistic uncer-
tainty respectively.

3.3 Visualising the multiverse
Static visualisations have been used to summarise the results of a
multiverse analysis and communicate the stability or sensitivity of
an outcome to decisions in the data analysis process. These static
approaches involve showing the distribution of outcomes (e.g. his-
togram of p-values [53], marginal distributions [61]) and highlight-
ing which decisions or combinations of decisions lead to certain
outcomes (e.g. outcome matrix [8, 53], specification curve [51]).
However, these representations are generally not scalable, and only
support a very limited number of tasks.

Boba [34] is an interactive visualisation tool designed for the
analyst who has authored the multiverse analysis to assess and refine
their analysis. Boba supports, fully or partially, the outcome (T2),
connect (T3) and validation (T4) tasks described in §3.1. However,
Boba aggregates the sampling uncertainty from each universe (prob-
abilistic uncertainty) with the uncertainty arising due to alternative
choices in the multiverse (possibilistic uncertainty); moreover, Boba
only allows users to validate specifications based on certain metrics
(e.g. model fit). Milliways adopts a fundamentally different design
approach which places greater emphasis on principled evaluation,
based on domain expertise, and principled interpretation, by distin-
guishing between possibilistic and probabilistic uncertainty, of the
results (§3.2). We provide a detailed comparison between Milliways
and Boba in §5.2.
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Figure 2: The Milliways interface consists of four panels to support the multiverse analysis tasks and a principled evaluation of the
multiverse analysis. The outcome panel A1 presents the results of the multiverse—for each universe in the multiverse, we show the
outcome. The specification panel A2 reveals the options for each parameter which the universe is composed of. The code panel
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Exploratory multiverse analysis reports (EMARs) present the
results of a multiverse analysis as an interactive report, allowing the
reader to use embedded widgets to interactively explore alternative
analysis paths. While EMARs provide limited support for other
tasks (outcome, connect), they do provide details on how the analysis
is conducted for each analysis path, thereby allowing the reader to
understand the composition of, and validate the multiverse. We allow
EMARs to be integrated into Milliways (§4.5) to support further
validation of individual analysis paths.

4 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF
MILLIWAYS

The Milliways interface and interactive elements are designed to
support a principled evaluation of multiverse analyses (§3.2) and
the four multiverse analysis tasks (§3.1). The interface consists of
four panels—code (Figure 2 A3 ), data (Figure 2 A4 ), outcome
(Figure 2 A1 ) and specification (Figure 2 A2 ). We describe the
interface design of Milliways in detail below.

4.1 The Code and Data Panels
The code and data panels surface the steps involved in the con-
struction of the multiverse (what were the analytical decisions that
were made by the authors in this analysis? What were the choices
identified for each decision?) without having to load and execute
parts of the original analysis code in a separate R window. This en-
ables the user to get an overview of how the multiverse analysis was
authored (T1). These panels are also designed to provide contextual
information regarding the analysis which may be useful to users
when performing subsequent multiverse tasks (e.g., T4).

The code panel (Figure 2 A3 ) shows the formatted R code used
to declare multiverse analysis using the multiverse R library. Param-
eters in the analysis, as declared by the analysts, are highlighted (for
e.g., branch(<SM_predictor>) ). We fold the options declared for
each decision for readability and conciseness. Clicking on these high-
lighted decisions expands to reveal the options that were declared for
each decision (Figure 3). Individual universes in the multiverse are
constructed by substituting the branch statement for each decision
node with the code for each option.

The data panel (Figure 2 A4 ) allows the reader to inspect whether
an analysis step makes sense given the properties of the data. It
presents both an overview of the dataset used for the analysis using

df <- df %>%
  mutate(
    sm_usage=branch(SM_predictor)
  )

I1
I1
I2
I2
I1+I2_composite
I1 + I2

df <- df %>%
  mutate(sm_usage=I1)
df <- df %>%
  mutate(sm_usage=I1)

df <- df %>%
  mutate(sm_usage=I2)

df <- df %>%
  mutate(sm_usage=I1 + I2)

Figure 3: The code panel with one parameter expanded to show
the corresponding options. The code on the left declares three
options for the parameter SM_predictor, which represents three
distinct analyses in the multiverse. The code for the resultant,
distinct analyses are shown on the right.

histograms for each variable in the dataset, and the actual values as
a table. We allow users to sort the dataset by a specific column. The
design of the data panel was inspired by Kaggle, the online dataset
repository, which allows users to get a high-level summary of the
dataset, as well as relevant metadata.

4.2 The Outcome Panel
The outcome panel (Figure 2 A1 ) is designed to help analysts assess
the range and distribution of outcomes among alternative specifica-
tions of the multiverse (T2). It visualises any result or variable of
interest to answer the research question, such as a regression coeffi-
cient, estimate of effect size etc., from each universe of a multiverse
analysis. In our example (§2.2), this is the regression coefficient
of the predictor for social media usage. Typically, the results of a
statistical analysis includes a mean or median point estimate, and
the associated uncertainty from the estimation process.

Milliways provides an overview of the distribution of the point
estimates as a histogram. Underneath this histogram, we show visu-
alise the result from each universe in the multiverse analysis using
consonance curves (Figure 4A). Consonance curves are a compact
representation for depicting distributional information, and can be
adapted to communicate both probabilistic uncertainty, and—unlike
other representations such as densities—possibilistic uncertainty
(see §4.4). Additionally, consonance curves allow us to accom-
modate estimates from both Bayesian and frequentist data anal-
yses. In frequentist analyses, we can use consonance curves (also
known as confidence distributions, p-curves or compatibility curves
[1, 3, 45, 46, 52, 54, 60]) as a distribution function to estimate any
parameter of interest [60]. The consonance curve represents the two-
sided p-value function—the probability of the data given that the null
hypothesis is x1 (Figure 4A). Horizontal slices through this curve
provide us the corresponding confidence interval, thereby supporting
an interval-based interpretation. Alternatively, Bayesian analyses
provide a posterior distribution for any parameter of interest, which
can be used to obtain a Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF).
As shown in Figure 4B, the consonance curve can be considered a
variant of the CDF, F

(
x
)
. For Bayesian analyses, horizontal slices

through the consonance curve represent the corresponding quantile
credible intervals [29].

In cases where there are multiple outcome variables, on initiali-
sation, Milliways shows only one outcome variable. A dropdown
menu, present at the top of the outcome panel (Figure 2 A1 ), can
be used to change which outcome variable (e.g., regression coeffi-
cients for other predictors in the linear model, effect size estimates
etc.) is visualised. Additional outcome variables can be visualised
at the same time using the add button (Figure 2 A5 ). This allows
the reader to inspect and compare the impact of decisions across
multiple outcomes of interest. Outcomes are initially sorted in as-
cending order based on the median point estimate. Users can change
the sorting order or look at an “unsorted” view of the outcomes.

4.3 The Specification panel
The outcome panel is interlinked with the specification panel
(Figure 2 A2 ), which depicts the composition of individual analyses

1in most cases, the p-value being referred to is the null p-value corresponding to the
null hypothesis of no effect (x = 0); however, the p-values is defined for any value of x.
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The consonance curve at x is 
the p-value for the two-sided 
null hypothesis that the 
parameter has mean = x
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B. For Bayesian analysis

50%
credible
interval

Figure 4: Consonance curves are used to represent the (probabilistic) uncertainty in estimates from each universe. Consonance curves
have both frequentist (A) and Bayesian (B) interpretations. We show how they may be derived under both interpretations. Consonance
curves allow users to identify interval information at various levels.

in the multiverse. The “tree of analysis” [39] is a common metaphor
for depicting a multiverse analysis—an analysis proceeds from top
to bottom with each decision represented as a node in the tree, and
each option as branches from a node; every node at the same level
represents the same conceptual decision (e.g., [18, 62]). Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG) or similar variants [33, 34] are used to visually
represent such “trees of analyses.”

Our design takes inspiration from the static specification curve
visualisations of multiverses [51] and prior attempts at visualising
graph-like structures in a linearised format [31, 36, 38]. We adopt
a matrix-based representation to visualise multiverse composition.
Matrix-like representations have three advantages over tree-like rep-
resentations: (1) it preserves a one-to-one mapping between universe
specification and outcome, (2) it is highly scalable and flexible
[9, 59], and (3) many of the interactions (§4.4) to perform the tasks
(T1-T5) are more easily supported within a tabular representation.

Each row of the matrix represents the specification of one uni-
verse. The columns of the matrix represent every option declared in
the analysis, grouped by parameters. Filled-in cells indicate which
option of a parameter was used in the construction of a particular uni-
verse. For example, consider the first specification (row) in Figure 2
A2 ( ) which indicates the
universe is composed of the first option for the parameters outlier
exclusion and age, the fourth option for the parameter sm predictor,
and the second option for the parameters activity and sibling.

As the size of a multiverse analysis grows larger, it is not possible
to show the results for every universe in this layout in a single view.
Milliways supports a compressed layout through the zoom button
(Figure 2 A9 ). The interface defaults to the zoomed-in view; the
zoomed-out view collapses the height of the cells in the specifica-
tion panel and only presents the median point estimates, hiding the
distributional information in the outcome panel (Figure 7 C3 ).

The specification panel in conjunction with the outcome panel
allows users to determine whether an outcome is sensitive to certain
choices in the analysis (T3). If an outcome is sensitive to choices, the
values of the outcome, sorted in either ascending or descending order,
will be correlated to the levels of a decision (i.e. the choices) and the
options for a decision would appear as clusters in the specification
panel. We discuss this in more detail in our case study (§5.1).

4.4 Interactions
We designed several interactions into Milliways to enable principled
evaluation of multiverse analyses. For implementing our interactions,
we draw inspiration from prior work such as Bertifier which enables
interactions to directly manipulate tabular representations to perform
operations on the columns (and rows) of the table [43].

Filtering. When examining a multiverse analysis, a user may con-
sider one (or more) options of a particular decision to be less rea-
sonable or not equally justifiable compared to the other options for
that decision (a Type N decision). Users can use the exclude button
(Figure 2 A6 ) to systematically filter out specifications constructed
with that option from the
multiverse which are deemed to be unreasonable or unjustifiable, and
retain only options which can be considered either equally justifiable
or uncertain. Alternatively, a user might be interested in connecting
outcome values to decisions—what decisions or combination of
decisions lead to these specific outcome values? (T3). To support
this, Milliways allows brushing over a region in the histogram to
filter the view to include only the specifications with outcomes within
the brushed region.

Hierarchical Sorting based on average effect. In certain cases,
the outcome may be sensitive to certain combinations of options
across two or more parameters, rather than just the options of only a
single parameter (T3). To facilitate users in identifying the effects of
combinations of options on the outcome, we provide a hierachical
sorting mechanism, which is controlled by a slider (Figure 5A).

The slider (Figure 2 A8 ) allows the user to configure how the
outcomes are sorted. If the slider is all the way to the right, universes
are sorted by the outcome, without grouping by parameters or op-
tions (Figure 5A). If the slider is moved in from the right, universes
are sorted based on the average effect for each parameter to the right
of the slider. Consider, in Figure 5, the specifications containing the
option not_included ( ) for the activity parameter. We refer to the
mean of this distribution of point estimates as the average effect
for specifications with option not_included (Figure 5C).

If more than one parameter is to the right of the slider (Figure 5F),
we use a hierarchical approach to calculate the average effect. The
specifications are first sorted based on the average effect of the right-
most parameter. Then, for the next parameter, the specifications are
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Figure 5: Hierarchical sorting based on the average marginal
effect allows users to see the variation in the outcome due to
the options of a parameter. It also allows users to inspect the
outcomes conditional on the options of parameters

sorted separately, by average effect, for each option (Figure 5G).
This continues recursively until we have exhausted all the param-
eters to the right of the slider. After that, the universes are sorted
by individual outcome values. Thus, re-ordering parameters and
adjusting the position of the sort slider allows users to progressively
investigate the effects of more complex combinations of parameters
on the outcome.
Aggregation and Probability Boxes. A user may determine that
two or more options of a parameter are equivalent (a Type E de-
cision) or decide they cannot establish non-equivalence between
them (a Type U decision). For instance, if a user does not have clear
expectations regarding what may be considered atypical values, all
the choices of outlier treatment may be considered Type E. Based
on this determination, the user may want to understand—what is the
extent of variation in the outcome values across these choices? The
link button (Figure 2 A7 ) allows users to link two adjacent options
of a parameter together which presents the results aggregated across
the “linked” specifications.

Visual representations for multiverse analyses should preserve and
distinguish between the two qualitative different forms of uncertainty—
probabilistic and possibilistic—that arise in multiverse analyses. In

prior work [32], the aggregated results across several specifications
of a multiverse analyses have been typically represented using super-
imposed cumulative distribution functions, which are similar to
spaghetti plots or ensemble representations of uncertainty. However,
such representations may be ill-suited for communicating possi-
bilistic uncertainty as ensemble representations communicate the
likelihood of certain events—readers tend to associate the density of
the curves with events which are more probable [41].

Instead, to accurately depict possibilistic uncertainty, we consider
the outcomes (which are themselves probability distributions) aggre-
gated across specifications to represent probability bounds for the
uncertainty in the analysis process. Ferson and Siegrist [21] recom-
mend using p-boxes which are “specified by left and right bounds
on the cumulative probability distribution function” (Figure 6) to
provide a unified representation of probabilistic and possibilistic
uncertainty. As consonance curves are merely variants of CDFs,
we use an analogous approach to construct p-boxes for consonance
curves. Similar to the consonance curves, horizontal slices through
the p-boxes represent the uncertainty in the limits of the uncertainty
interval i.e. where the possible upper and lower bounds of the inter-
vals could be (Figure 6B).

Reordering. We support manual column reordering of parameters
through a drag and drop interaction. Users can use this reordering
interaction to apply the sorting based on average effect to dif-
ferent parameters. We also support manual reordering of options
within each parameter, which allows users to aggregate different
combinations of options.

4.5 Integrated EMARs
As described in §3.3, Exploratory Multiverse Analysis Reports
(EMARs) are statistical reports which allow readers to explore al-
ternative analysis options through widgets embedded in interactive

When two options are 
linked, the rows are 
collapsed together. 
However, we do not 
super-impose the 
consonance curves
We use probability boxes 
(p-boxes), calculated using 
the upper and lower 
bounds of the curves, to 
show the possible variation 
in the result

B. Intepretation

A. Aggregation of consonance curves

Horizontal slices through 
the p-boxes indicate 
possibilistic uncertainty in 
the (upper or lower) bounds 
of an interval at level 1 - α.
(possibilistic) uncertainty 
in the lower bound of the 
95% interval.

For e.g., the 50% 
uncertainty interval 
possibly includes zero

0.05
0 2-2

0.5

α

Figure 6: On aggregation, we represent uncertainty in the result
using probability boxes
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papers. This narrative-rich format can provide additional details
to the reader about how and why each alternative analysis path is
included. As Milliways only supports visualising outcomes as 1D
uncertainty visualisations, EMARs can help overcome some of the
challenges in representing multi-dimensional uncertainty [48], as
they can support more complex visualisations of results. We sup-
port the integration of EMARs, which can be created using the
multiverse R library, into Milliways to allow the reader to peer
into individual analyses and inspect the validity of specific choices in
the multiverse. As each row in the specification panel corresponds
to a distinct analysis, a user can click on any row to bring up the
corresponding EMAR in a separate window.

4.6 Implementation and Usage
We implement Milliways as a Svelte.js2 application that runs in
the browser,3 and use Svelte and D3 [6] to generate the interface
elements and visualisations. Our implementation allows Milliways
to be compiled into standalone HTML files, making it easier to share
and distribute the results of the analysis. We anticipate that authors
of multiverse analysis may find it useful to include such interactive
visualisations as part of a paper’s supplementary materials.

To visualise the results of a multiverse analysis using Milliways,
users would need to provide as input the results of a multiverse analy-
sis, the analysis code, the dataset used for the analysis and, optionally,
an EMAR. The results file should contain, for each universe, the
option name for every parameter and the mean point estimate, and x
and y values for the consonance curve. The code file should contain
the (formatted) code used to implement the multiverse analysis. The
results, analysis code, and dataset provided as input should be in the
form of JSON files with a well-defined schema (see supplement ▶
milliways ▶ README.md).

To provide an integrated pipeline for analysts to implement mul-
tiverse analyses, obtain results, and visualise these results within
the same analysis workflow, we developed an R interface for the
visualisation system. The R interface facilitates the steps between
authoring and executing a multiverse analysis (which is supported
by libraries such as multiverse [49]) and initialising the visualisa-
tion interface for Milliways. The R interface provides functions to
allow users to extract results from a multiverse object, as well as
other necessary files4 and save them in the required JSON format.
Users can pass these outputs of into a function which initialises the
interactive visualisation system on a local server. Multiverse analy-
sis implemented using other authoring tools can also be visualised
using Milliways, provided the results are exported using our JSON
schema.

5 CASE STUDY
Through a case study, we demonstrate how an analyst might per-
form a principled exploration and evaluation of a multiverse analysis.
Consider a fictional scenario: Alice, an HCI researcher with domain
expertise on social media usage among adolescents, was asked to
review a scientific article that contains a multiverse analysis (§2.2).
We describe how, as a reviewer, Alice can interact with Milliways

2https://svelte.dev/
3we will add a URL here once the paper is accepted (currently omitted for anonymity)
4EMARs can be created using the multiverse [49] R library.

to understand the composition of the multiverse (T1), assess the
range and distribution of possible outcome values (T2), identify
any possible sources of sensitivity (T3), interrogate the validity of
the multiverse (T4), and interpret the results of the multiverse (T5).
We provide the example as compiled HTML files (supplement ▶
user-study ▶ task▶ template.html), and a video demonstrat-
ing all the interactions described in the case study (supplement ▶
video-demo.mp4).

5.1 Using Milliways to Evaluate and Interpret the
Results of a Multiverse Analysis on the Effect
of Social Media Usage on Depression

As a reviewer, Alice wants to make sure that the multiverse only
consists of equally justifiable (to her) decisions before interpreting
the results of the multiverse analysis. She begins her evaluation by
importing the results into Milliways:

Composition of the multiverse. Alice first explores the code panel
(Figure 7 C1 ) to familiarise herself with the analysis. From reading
the code used to construct the analysis, she notices that the multi-
verse is composed of five decisions related to outlier exclusion, sm
predictor, age, sibling and activity. She expands on the parameter
names which reveals the options defined for each parameter. Al-
ice observes that the model coefficient of social media usage when
regressed on depression is the result of this multiverse analysis.

Determining the Fragility or Robustness of the Result. Alice
inspects the outcome panel (Figure 7 C2 ), which displays the
regression coefficient for social media usage for each individual
analysis in the multiverse. From the histogram at the top, she notices
that a range of outcomes—both positive and negative—are possi-
ble. This extent of variation in the outcome leads her to ask how
the outcome values depend on decisions made in the data analysis
process.

Identifying Sources of Sensitivity. To get a complete view of the
multiverse, Alice clicks on the zoom out toggle (Figure 2 A9 ). In this
view (Figure 7 C3 ), she discovers that the outcome—the coefficient
for social media usage regressed on depression—appears to be
correlated with the options of the parameter activity: the option
not_included generally leads to smaller values for the coefficient,
while the option included leads to larger values for the coefficient.
This suggests that the outcome is sensitive to the choices of this
decision. Although the option names provide some indication to what
the decision and the choices entail, Alice refers to the code panel
and confirms that the choices for this decision involve whether the
variable activity has been included as a covariate in the regression
model or not. Based on her domain knowledge, Alice realises that
the variable activity is a collider, and hence should not included
in the regression model [11, 35]. She excludes the option included
from the multiverse and continues her inspection.

Identifying Combinations of Options that the Outcome is Sen-
sitive To. Inspecting the histogram, Alice observes that while most
of the choices result in positive estimates, negative estimates for
the coefficient are still possible (Figure 7 C4 ). She wants to deter-
mine if there are any other sources of sensitivity. She notices that
these outcomes are associated with the no_exclusion option of the
outlier exclusion parameter. However, this option alone is not the

https://osf.io/me5ap/?view_only=bd4668d3241c43e4b699dd4e1f88477a
https://osf.io/me5ap/?view_only=bd4668d3241c43e4b699dd4e1f88477a
https://osf.io/me5ap/?view_only=bd4668d3241c43e4b699dd4e1f88477a
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df <- df %>%
  mutate(
    sm_usage=branch(SM_predictor)
  )

fit <- lm(depression ~ sm_usage + 

  branch(age_covariate) + 

  branch(activity_covariate) + 

  branch(sibling_covariate),

  data = df)

I1
I1
I2
I2
I1+I2_composite
I1 + I2

the code panel shows Alice how the 
multiverse has been defined, in R syntax. 

To identify sources of 
sensitivity, Alice 
inspects the outcome 
and specification 
panels together.

the outcome in this 
analysis is sensitive to 
options of 
activity_covariate: 
included leads to 
smaller values of the 
outcome, while 
not_included leads 
to larger values of the 
outcome.

Alice excludes
the included 
option which 
removes all 
specifications 
containing that 
option from the 
view

the histogram, in the 
outcome panel, 
informs Alice of the 
range of  possible 
values, which spans 
both positive and 
negative.

the slider enables hierarchical 
sorting, and the brushing-
and-linking interaction supports 
filtering out specifications based 
on outcomes. Together, these 
interactions help Alice identify the 
combinations of options the 
outcome is likely sensitive to. 

C4.

C3.C1.

C2.

After aggregating, results are 
presented as p-boxes 
highlight the possibilistic 
uncertainty in the outcomes

C5.

Before interpreting the overall results, 
Alice aggregates         the remaining 
options for all the parameters.

Figure 7: A walkthrough of the steps that Alice performs during her principled evaluation of a multiverse analysis using Milliways
which is described in our case study. For a video of this demonstration, see supplement ▶ video-demo.mp4

source of the sensitivity in the outcomes, as there exist universes
where the no_exclusion option leads to positive estimates. To de-
termine which combinations of options the outcome is sensitive to,
Alice drags the outlier exclusion parameter all the way to the right,
and moves the slider to the left of the this parameter. This sorts the
outcomes based on the average effect of each option of outlier ex-
clusion. This view (Figure 7 C4 ) suggests to her that these negative
estimates may be linked to the options I3 and I4 of the sm predictor
parameter. Alice uses the brushing-and-linking interaction on the
histogram and filters to only show coefficients that are negative. This
confirms that these negative values correspond to universes where
outliers are not excluded and the variables I3 and I4 are used as

measures of social media usage, suggesting that the outcome may
be sensitive to these combinations of choices.

Interrogating the validity of the multiverse. She next takes a look
at the data panel to inspect histograms of the data variables I3 and
I4, which reveals that both of these variables have long tails. Alice
knows that extreme values of a predictor may have a large influence
on the fit of the regression model as these can be leverage points [19].
She feels that if the options I3 and I4 are included in the multiverse,
some form of outlier exclusion may be desirable. Hence, the choice
of options I3 and I4 in conjunction with the no_exclusion option
may not be equally justifiable as the other specifications declared in
the multiverse. Based on her evaluation, there are reasons to believe

https://osf.io/me5ap/?view_only=bd4668d3241c43e4b699dd4e1f88477a
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that some of specifications stemming from the outlier exclusion
and sm predictor decisions are perhaps non-equivalent; however,
lacking additional information, Alice decides to treat them as Type
U decisions, and interpret the results separately.

Interpreting the results of the multiverse. Alice decides to aggre-
gate the remaining options, which she considers equivalent (Figure 7
C5 ). Combining possibilistic and probabilistc uncertainty, the resul-
tant view allows her to draw the following interpretations regarding
the results of the multiverse: (1) in the set of specifications which
result from I3 and I4 being used as predictors and outliers are not
excluded (no_exclusion) (first row in Figure 7 C5 ), the 95% con-
fidence interval of the estimated outcome definitely overlaps zero;
(2) in the set of specifications in the second and third rows, the 95%
confidence interval possibly overlaps zero; and (3) in the final set
of specifications, the 95% confidence interval definitely does not
overlap zero.

Alice’s Takeaways from the Principled Evaluation. After her
evaluation, Alice found the possible outcome values of the resul-
tant multiverse to be both positive and negative. Conditional on
whether certain choices in the analysis are considered equally jus-
tifiable or not (including options I3 and I4 in conjunction with
no_exclusion), the conclusions from the multiverse will vary. If
these specifications are considered not equally justifiable, the pos-
sible outcome values are all positive, indicating effects are in the
same direction. However, the possible outcomes have a large range,
suggesting that the effect could possibly be quite negligible or quite
large, depending on how the data is analysed. Alice’s analysis high-
lights the need for domain knowledge on whether using I3 and I4 as
predictors and no_exclusion of outliers constitute valid analytical
decisions.

5.2 Comparison with Boba
We implement the same analysis using Boba [34], an alternate mul-
tiverse visualisation tool, and contrast the conclusions drawn using
Milliways from those that can be made with Boba (see supplement
▶ example-boba). While Boba supports many of the multiverse
analysis tasks (§3.1), it is primarily designed for the analyst who has
authored the multiverse analysis to assess and refine their analysis.
Boba partially supports composition tasks (T1) by visualising an
overview of the decisions declared in a multiverse analysis using
a node-link graph (see Fig. 5a in [34]). However, this graph omits
the details of the construction of the multiverse. This may likely be
because Boba assumes that its users are already familiar with the
composition of the multiverse analysis. As such, Boba may not be as
readily usable by users unfamiliar with the implemented multiverse
analysis.

In Boba, users can view the distribution of point estimates from
each universe, using a dot plot (T2). The uncertainty in the point
estimates are shown through a hover interaction using density plots.
Boba visualises an “end-to-end” uncertainty distribution—it aggre-
gates sampling uncertainty and the variation arising due to alternative
choices in the tree of decisions comprising the multiverse—and visu-
alises it as an area chart (see Fig. 5 in [34]), but does not distinguish
between probabilistic and possibilistic uncertainty. These plots show
the extent of variation in the results. Boba calculates the marginal
sensitivity for each decision and encodes this metric directly in the

T1
Composition 
tasks

partially supported 
through the decision 
graph

MilliwaysBoba

supported through the 
code and data panels

T2
Outcome tasks fully supported fully supported

T3
Connect tasks

partially supported 
through faceting fully supported

T4
Validation tasks

supports model fit 
metric-based 
validation only

supports validation based 
on domian knowledge 
and statistical expertise

T5
Interpretation 
tasks

supports inference—
to conclude whether 
the there is an effect 
or not

supports possibilistic 
interpretation—to identify 
the range of possible 
outcomes

Table 1: Comparison of the extent to which multiverse analysis
tasks are supported by Milliways and Boba

visualisation interface. For this dataset, it highlights the parameter
activity. To further support connect tasks (T3), Boba allows the user
to facet the outcome distribution by options of up to two parameters,
one each along the x and y axes (see Fig. 6 in [34]).

Boba supports validation (T4) of the paths specified within the
multiverse using metrics such as quality of model fit (RMSE or
R2). For this analysis, pruning based on the R2 metric results in
only retaining the specifications where the variable activity has
been included as a covariate; however, as activity is a collider (by
construction), it should not be included. This highlights one pos-
sible limitation of a metric-based validation approach. In contrast,
Milliways treats such metrics as another outcome variable, and in-
stead emphasises assessing validity through a principled evaluation
based on the readers’ statistical expertise and domain knowledge. To
help the analyst interpret (T5) the results, Boba provides a distinct
“inference view,” which compares the aggregated uncertainty distri-
bution with a null distribution or null effect (see Fig. 9 in [34]). This
view is intended to help the user determine whether an observed
effect is reliable or not—a probabilistic conclusion. On the other
hand, Milliways allows the reader to identify the range of possible
outcomes, supporting principled possibilistic interpretations such as
those described at the end of S5.1

6 EVALUATION
We conducted an hour-long user study with five researchers to: (a)
understand how participants interact with the tool; and (b) assess
the system’s usability for performing the multiverse analysis tasks
(§3.1).

6.1 Method
Recruitment. We recruited five participants from three sources—
attendees of a session on multiverse analysis at a conference (two),
convenience sampling (two) and via Twitter (one). All participants
had significant experience in statistics, strong familiarity with R, and
possessed conceptual familiarity with multiverse analysis. None of
the participants belonged to the same institution as, or were involved

https://osf.io/me5ap/?view_only=bd4668d3241c43e4b699dd4e1f88477a
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in any prior research collaboration with the authors. We asked par-
ticipants how they would rate their level of expertise if they were
asked to review a paper (in their field of expertise) containing a
multiverse analysis.5 All participants responded they would consider
themselves either being “knowledgeable” or having “passing knowl-
edge.”6 These participants reflect the population of intended users of
Milliways—researchers who may implement a multiverse analysis,
or review a study containing a multiverse analysis. Participants were
compensated $60 USD for a session of approximately one hour.

Study setup. The study was conducted remotely over Zoom with
participants sharing their screen. The study consisted of two sessions—
a training session followed by a task session. Since Milliways can be
compiled into standalone webpages, we uploaded the training and
task interface to a web server, allowing participants to use the tool
on their own computers. The training session involved an interactive
step-through tutorial which introduced the participants to the various
interface elements in Milliways. This was followed by a demonstra-
tion of how the features of the interface may be used to interpret
the results of the multiverse through three videos. Participants were
informed that the steps shown in the video were not prescriptive, but
rather one way of performing exploratory analysis of a multiverse.
To ensure that participants understood the visual representations
used—how the representations were constructed, what they encoded
etc.—participants were encouraged to ask questions regarding any
of the interface elements and visual representations used during
training, which were then discussed and clarified before proceeding
to the tasks.

Tasks. After the training session, participants were introduced to the
scenario, dataset (§2.2), and high-level goal of the analysis:

Imagine you are a researcher who has been asked to
review a (fictional) study because of your statistical
expertise. Your goal is to understand and validate the
composition of the multiverse analysis and interpret
the results with the help of the visualisation interface.

Participants were then asked to perform the multiverse analysis
tasks (T1-T5) [26] with Milliways. Specifically, they were asked to
describe the decisions and options that were included in the analysis
(T1), identify the range of outcomes and whether they consider the
outcome to be sensitive to choices in the data analysis process (T2),
identify the decisions and options (if any) the outcome is sensitive
to (T3), identify decisions or options which they may consider not
theoretically justifiable or require further investigation (T4), and
describe their overall conclusions of the presented analysis (T5).
Participants were encouraged to think aloud while performing these
tasks. Once participants completed the tasks, we asked them a few
post-study questions to get their takeaways from performing the tasks
and to receive feedback on the design of the interface. We recorded
participants’ screens and audio for the duration of the study, and
transcribed the audio recordings (see supplement ▶ user-study ▶
interview-protocol.pdf for the full interview protocol).

5this question is intended to be similar to the expertise question asked in reviewer forms
for ACM CHI and IEEE VIS.

6For details on individual participants responses to this questionnaire, see supplement
▶ user-study ▶ participant-details.pdf

6.2 Results
Overall, four out of the five participants were able to successfully
perform each of the multiverse analysis tasks. In addition, these
participants raised concerns about the validity of certain alternative
paths in the multiverse analysis based on their own statistical exper-
tise. This suggests that Milliways can support each of the multiverse
analysis tasks and allow the user to adopt a principled approach
towards evaluating the validity of the analysis. However, one partici-
pant (P5) failed to complete the tasks, as they misinterpreted various
interface elements, which points to various learnability concerns that
can inform future improvements for Milliways. We first analyse how
the four participants approached the tasks using Milliways, followed
by a discussion of the usability and learnability issues that our study
revealed.
The code panel surfaces multiverse composition. To perform
the composition tasks, participants tended to use either the specifi-
cation or the code panels. They generally found the code panel to
be intuitive and helpful for understanding the decisions and choices
declared in the multiverse. This was likely assisted by participants’
proficiency in R.
Participants assess outcome sensitivity based on inconsistency
in the direction of effects. Most participants referred to the his-
togram to determine whether the outcome is sensitive to analytical
choices, while some explored the outcome panel in more detail. All
participants described how the outcomes spanned both positive and
negative values, which suggested to them that the direction of effects
is unclear and that perhaps certain analysis paths might lead to a
Type S error—when the estimated effect, if statistically significantly
different from zero, has the incorrect sign [23]. This led them to con-
clude that the outcome is likely sensitive to choices in the analysis
process.
Participants engaged in a visual pattern search to identify
sources of sensitivity. All participants successfully identified that
the outcome was sensitive to choices of the activity decision (T3),
mentioning that this was “visually obvious.” Two participants said
that the outcome may also be sensitive to certain choices of sm pre-
dictor, but they were more hesitant about this. Participants engaged
in a visual search for patterns across the outcome and specification
panels to perform this task. In performing this task, participants used
the slider to sort by average effect extensively; however, they did
not engage much with the filter and aggregation interactions. P4
appreciated the exploratory nature of the interface, and mentioned
that they would have “played around more” with the interactive
elements if they had more time.

When engaged in this visual search, participants interacted with
and explored many views of the multiverse analysis. Participants
wanted the ability to keep track of progress: through interaction logs
(P1), undo (and redo) interactions (P3), and saving specific views
or configurations to compare across them (P3); they felt that such
features would support provenance tracking and make performing
these tasks more efficient.
Milliways allows users to assess validity based on their respec-
tive principles of statistical modeling. During almost every task,
most participants raised questions regarding the “reasonable-ness” or
“justifiability” of choices in the multiverse. This was often pertaining
to the causal processes being investigated in the study. For instance:

https://osf.io/me5ap/?view_only=bd4668d3241c43e4b699dd4e1f88477a
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“for most [decisions] [...] how do the covariates relate
to other factors like SES, how does it relate to the
causal model [in terms of] moderators, confounds etc.?”
(P1)

Other participants also raised similar questions: “[I] have ques-
tions about variables in the dataset which are not included in the
multiverse, and the rationale for excluding them” (P2) and “how
to [best] measure social media usage as it’s quite a broad concept”
(P4). We also observed a tendency in participants towards including
predictors or covariates in the linear regression model, as opposed to
leaving them out. For instance, while participants wanted to better
understand the justification of including or not including activity as
a covariate, they were more skeptical of the choice of leaving it out.
Participants constantly sought justification for options which they
suspected to be not equally reasonable, particularly those for the sm
predictor parameter. All four participants said they would want jus-
tification from the authors regarding why only certain combinations
of the measures were used to create composites.

As all of our participants were experienced researchers with ex-
tensive statistical training, they appeared to approach the validation
process based on their own principles of statistical modeling. For
instance, P1 tends to be more skeptical of any form of outlier exclu-
sion:

“the tail is a part of the distribution, so what is the
justification? [...] are you artificially reducing the vari-
ance [in the data using outlier exclusion]?” (P1)

Other participants shared different perspectives regarding the
same outlier exclusion decision in the multiverse analysis: one par-
ticipant wanted to know “how commonly are these used in the lit-
erature? There are other like, more robust methods that sometimes
get used” (P2), while another participant believes that “people can
think about the [outlier exclusion] criteria and just declare that in a
transparent manner, it will be fine” (P3). These varying perspectives
regarding the same decision suggest that, for many decisions in the
multiverse, there may not be a consensus on which choices will be
considered “equivalent.” Milliways was able to support these various
notions of equivalence, helping participants apply their own criteria.

Supporting a possibilistic interpretation of the results. Partic-
ipants offered a number of interpretations of the overall results of
the multiverse analysis, some of which pertain to the validity of the
multiverse. However, responses from two participants in particular
suggests that they may be interpreting the results, visualised using
p-boxes of consonance curves, in a possibilistic manner:

“since [the values] are passing from negative to pos-
itive effects, that it’s definitely inconclusive [...] even
though there seems to be a few more seems to suggest
that there is a positive effect, if I can say that.” (P4)

Offering both a possibilistic and probabilistic interpretation of
the overall result of the multiverse, P4 seemed unsure whether a
strictly possibilistic interpretation (the results are “inconclusive”)
or a probabilistic interpretation—viewing more frequent values as
more likely to reflect the actual effect—is valid. On the other hand,
P1 “typically use(s) multiverse analysis [...] as the opposite of p-
hacking [...] where I want to make sure there is no reasonable choice
or variant of the analysis that could be done, that would not show

the same effect.” While this reflects a possibilistic interpretation of
the results, it also suggests that they had prior notions of interpreting
the results of a multiverse in this manner.

Even though the other participants found Milliways to be help-
ful, they were not very confident regarding their assessment of the
multiverse analysis. They primarily discussed the sensitivity of the
outcomes to analytical decisions, and did not offer interpretations of
the overall uncertainty in the results of the multiverse. While their
responses did not suggest a probabilistic interpretation of the result,
we cannot determine whether P2 and P3 interpreted the results in the
desired possibilitic sense. We attribute this to both the complexity of
understanding a multiverse analysis, and of becoming familiar with
a new user interface within a short span of time.

Learnability issues and mental models. One participant initially
failed to understand the matrix-based representation of the decisions
in the multiverse, and did not interpret the rows of the specification
panel correctly. During the post-task discussion, they revealed that
they were used to viewing and reasoning about multiverse analyses
as decision trees. We believe that this resulted in a gulf between the
user’s mental model and our representation of multiverse analysis
decisions. This gulf, however, meant they were not able to perform
the tasks. This raises potential concerns regarding the learnability
of Milliways. While we describe what each interface element rep-
resents in the tutorial, and specifically connect the “universes” to
the terminal nodes in the tree representation, as evidenced by this
participant, it is still possible for users of the tool to be confused by
the linearised layout used in Milliways. We discuss potential ways
to address this gulf in §7.3.

Overall, the four participants who were able to complete the tasks
did not report facing any issues. However, one participant did men-
tion that “some parts of the tool would still require me to [take
time] playing around with” (P4). P1 and P2 performed the composi-
tion task primarily based on the specification panel, and required
prompting to explore the code panel. Once they started using the
code panel, however, they found the task easier to perform. Similarly,
while performing the range task, P1 did not initially realise that the
histogram plot depicted the median point estimate from each uni-
verse. These highlight potential learnability issues with the interface
of Milliways—as participants were introduced to several interface
features within such a short period of time, it was likely cognitively
demanding for them to keep track of each feature. Moreover, as
the tasks were presented to the participants in a particular order,
P2, P4 and P5 thought that it may have been helpful if they were
only provided with the specific panel relevant for performing the
tasks, and the other panels were progressively revealed. Although
Milliways does not share the same complexity as feature-rich soft-
wares such as Adobe Photoshop, these concerns point towards the
potential for incorporating principles of task-centric interface design
[30] in Milliways to ease initial learnability issues. For example, as
all participants first start with the composition task, the interface
might initialise with only the code panel. Participants also desired
the ability to collapse panels which are not actively being used.
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7 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
7.1 Principled Evaluation of Multiverse Analysis
The ability to reason about the validity of alternatives in the analysis
requires the participants to have a clear understanding of how the
analysis was performed. Our usability study revealed that partici-
pants were constantly assessing the validity of the choices in the
multiverse, even while they were performing other analysis tasks.
For instance, we noticed that some participants, based on observa-
tions in the outcome panel, would refer to the code panel to assess
the validity of choices.

This suggests that Milliways surfaces enough information about
the construction of the multiverse and its results for participants to
be able to perform validation tasks. We believe that this is primarily
supported through the code panel. This was further supported by
comments made by participants: “a domain expert who knows [...]
which factors should be included, they don’t even need to see this
[outcome plot]” (P3). This seems to suggests the value of integrating
the code used to declare the analysis within multiverse visualisations,
and fulfils an intended design goal for Milliways—allowing users to
evaluate the composition of multiverses using a principled approach,
without having to switch between applications and files.

7.2 The Design of Possibilistic Representations of
Uncertainty

The design of Milliways makes a deliberate distinction between
probabilistic and possibilistic uncertainty that arises in multiverse
analysis. This resulted in the use of consonance curves to depict prob-
abilistic uncertainty and p-boxes to depict possibilistic uncertainty.
P-boxes, by design, are less expressive than other comparable repre-
sentations such as super-imposed consonance curves or cumulative
distribution functions, as they only provide distributional informa-
tion in the form of upper and lower bounds, but do not provide any
information on frequencies or probability densities. Thus, p-boxes al-
low us to express an appropriate level of incertitude about the results.
Novel uncertainty representations such as quantile dotplots [28] or
ensemble plots [13] have been evaluated in various decision-making
scenarios (e.g. [20, 28, 41, 47]) to determine their effectiveness.
However, interpretation of results depicted using p-boxes, to the best
of our knowledge, not been studied in large-scale controlled experi-
ments. While a subset of the users in our evaluation interpreted the
results, visualised using p-boxes, in the desired possibilistic sense,
we hope to conduct a more focused, controlled experiment exploring
the effectiveness of such possibilistic representations of uncertainty
for interpreting and making decisions in the future [27].

Additionally, Milliways uses a histogram to provide an overview
of the distribution and range of the median point estimates from
each universe. The histogram also enables a brushing-and-linking
interaction for filtering specifications based on their median point
estimate. However, a histogram is essentially a graph used to repre-
sent the frequency of values, which has the undesired effect of being
susceptible to a probabilistic interpretation. On the other hand, rep-
resentations such as p-boxes likely provide the desired possibilistic
interpretation, yet interactions such as brushing-and-linking may be
less intuitive and theoretically unsound. This raises an interesting
design challenge—how do we create a summary visualisation that

correctly, and distinctly, represents probabilistic and possibilistic un-
certainty, and supports intuitive interactions for brushing-and-linking
or filtering?

7.3 Reducing the gulf between tree and
matrix-based representations

While tabular or matrix-based representations are commonly used to
represent graphs [37], one participant in our user study failed to com-
plete the tasks due to misinterpreting the data being presented in the
specification panel. Prior work has found that participants are able
to read the data encoded in matrix-based representations of graphs,
despite being unfamiliar with them [24]. However, the multiverse
analysis tasks [26] differ significantly from the multivariate network
analysis tasks [37] that a reader performs with graphs. As such, we
believe that the connection between our representation and decision
graphs can be made more concrete and explicit, which we hope to
include in Milliways in the future.

7.4 Challenges to adoption of Multiverse
visualisation interfaces

Milliways requires the input data to be specified in a certain schema
(§4.6). One potential challenge for adoption of visualisation systems
such as Milliways is if the authors of multiverse analyses do not
provide data that is compatible (or easily adaptable to be compatible)
with Milliways (§4.6). However, statistical procedures like multi-
verse analysis [51, 53] have been proposed as part of the movement
of increasing transparency in research practices, which also calls
for sharing research materials, data, analysis scripts etc. [57, 58].
With the goal of transparency in mind, we expect, at the very least,
authors of multiverse analyses to share their data analysis scripts. As
we provide a pipeline for adapting the results of a multiverse to be
used with Milliways using the Milliways R interface (§4.6), we hope
that eager readers of such analyses can use the tools provided to
create the necessary files, and visualise the results of any multiverse
analysis easily using Milliways.

8 CONCLUSION
We contribute Milliways, a novel interactive visualisation system to
communicate the results of a multiverse analysis. In the design of
Milliways, we adopt a principled approach to communicating the
results of a multiverse analysis, by supporting possibilistic reasoning
and allowing the user to interrogate the validity of the multiverse
based on domain knowledge and statistical expertise. Milliways
provides several interactive features that allow users to perform mul-
tiverse analysis tasks identified in prior work [26]. Through a user
study with five researchers, we found that the design of Milliways
encouraged participants to engage in a principled evaluation of the
results of the multiverse analysis shown to them—the contextual
information provided in the code and data panels allowed the par-
ticipants to understand the composition of the analysis and validate
the construction of the multiverse; the linearised layout and distri-
butional information presented in the specification and outcome
panels enabled the participants to understand the distribution of out-
comes and reason about sources of sensitivity. The findings from
our user studies also revealed areas for future work to improve the
design of tools to evaluate the results of multiverse analyses.
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